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A B S T R A C T

Bone is a dynamic and hierarchical porous material whose spatial and temporal mechanical properties can vary considerably due to differences in its microstructure and due to remodeling. Hence, a multiscale analytical approach, which combines bone structural information at multiple scales to the remodeling cellular activities, could form an efficient, accurate and beneficial framework for the prognosis of changes in bone properties due to, e.g., bone diseases. In this study, an analytical formulation of bone remodeling integrated with multiscale micromechanical models is proposed to investigate the effects of structural changes at the nanometer level (collagen scale) on those at higher levels (tissue scale). Specific goals of this study are to derive a mechanical stimulus sensed by the osteocytes using a multiscale framework, to test the accuracy of the multiscale model for the prediction of bone density, and to demonstrate its multiscale capabilities by predicting changes in bone density due to changes occurring at the molecular level.

At each different level, the bone composition was modeled as a two-phase material which made it possible to: 1) find a closed-form solution for the energy-based mechanical stimulus sensed by the osteocytes and 2) describe the anisotropic elastic properties at higher levels as a function of the stiffness of the elementary components (collagen, hydroxyapatite and water) at lower levels. The accuracy of the proposed multiscale model of bone remodeling was tested first by comparing the analytical bone volume fraction predictions to those obtained from the corresponding μFE-based computational model. Differences between analytical and numerical predictions were less than 1% while the computational time was drastically reduced, namely by a factor of 1 million. In a further analysis, the effects of changes in collagen and hydroxyapatite volume fractions on the bone remodeling process were simulated, and it was found that such changes considerably affect the bone density at the millimeter scale. In fact, smaller tissue density induces remodeling activities leading to finally higher overall bone density. The multiscale analytical model proposed in this study potentially provides an accurate and efficient tool for simulating patient-specific bone remodeling, which might be of importance in particular for the hip and spine, where an accurate assessment of bone micro-architecture is not possible.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Bone is a dynamic porous material which is continuously resorbed and subsequently formed in a process called bone remodeling influenced by both mechanical and biological factors [1–5]. Moreover, it is a hierarchical material whose architecture differs at each level of hierarchy and whose mechanical properties can vary considerably, even on the same specimen, due to bone heterogeneity [6–8]. The density of bone is modulated by two groups of cells: the osteoclasts which resorb bone and osteoblasts which deposit new bone [9]. The actions of these actor cells are thought to be mediated by osteocytes which are the most numerous cells in the bone. It has been hypothesized that the osteocytes can sense the local mechanical stimulus, in turn controlling the activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts within a basic multicellular unit (BMU) [10–12].

Several mathematical models have been proposed in an attempt to elucidate the features of bone adaptation at the different scales, though at the organ, tissue and cell level, these models merely exist in isolation [13]. By integrating numerical equations into finite element models, it was shown that the load-driven bone remodeling algorithm based on mechanosensory theory can explain many features of bone adaptation at the tissue- and cell-level [14,15], e.g., the formation of load-adapted microstructures, as well as the loss of bone mass and microstructural integrity after disuse or increased osteoclast activity (associated with decreased estrogen levels). However, using such analyses for patient-
specific predictions of bone remodeling is difficult because of the limited resolution of in-vivo imaging techniques and the huge computational cost involved for such detailed bone remodeling analyses.

A method to reduce the computational time in the abovementioned analyses and to deal with the fact that at most sites (e.g. hip and spine) no patient bone microarchitecture can be measured would be to implement the bone remodeling theory in a multi-scale framework that can translate structural changes at the cell-level to changes in bone density at the organ level. By using an analytical formulation of the bone remodeling equation integrated with multiscale micromechanical models, that use generalized structural models at each level of organization [16], such multi-step homogenization schemes can provide a very flexible framework to derive mechanical properties at any level. By integrating such models with bone remodeling equations, it will be possible to predict bone remodeling at these different levels in a very efficient manner.

The concept of integrating multi-scale modeling and bone remodeling has been introduced in earlier studies. Coelho et al. [17] presented a multiscale model for bone tissue adaptation that considered two levels, whole bone and trabecular architecture. The bone density distribution predictions were evaluated at the macroscale level, taking into account mechanical properties as well as surface density and permeability of the trabecular structure at the microscale level. Hambli et al. [18] developed a multiscale approach for bone remodeling simulation integrating finite element models at the macro level and 3D neural network computation techniques at the mesoscale level. The authors did not, however, include in their bone remodeling formulation cellular activities and biological factors that affect bone apposition and resorption. In their investigation, Podshivalov et al. [19] presented a new 3D multiscale FE method based on domain-based multisresolution hierarchical geometric modeling and multiscale material properties of trabecular bone. The goal was to design a computational tool as infrastructure for computerized systems aiming at interactively analyzing bone structures. None of these models can explicitly account at the nanolevel for collagen and hydroxyapatite contributions on stiffness and volume fraction of the bone tissue at higher levels. Also, most of these studies rely on computational tools to solve equations at each included level, whereas a true multiscale approach would benefit from an analytical description that spans multiple levels.

Going in the direction to integrate bone structural information at different scales and the remodeling process, in recent works [20,21] we proposed an analytical model in which the bone remodeling process was studied on the basis of two connected scales, tissue and cell levels respectively, with the dependency on osteoblast and osteoclast activities in terms of bone apposition and resorption rates and on the estimation of strain energy density (SED), as mechanical stimulus. In that work, we were able to show that organ-level bone remodeling models that represented the bone microstructure by a simplified regular structure could predict bone density changes in good agreement with micro-structural models that represented the actual micro-architecture. However, the results were limited to two levels only and the remodeling signal was based on the average tissue-level SED, whereas for the bone remodeling more accurate SED values at the bone matrix surfaces are necessary.

In the present study we therefore extend this work by combining the earlier developed remodeling theory with a multi-scale framework that can account for (changes in) bone mechanical properties at all levels of bone structural organization (Fig. 1). Using this model it is possible to get more accurate estimates of the stresses that the osteocytes sense by using more elaborate models of the bone microstructure and bone tissue composition. In particular, specific goals of this study are: 1) to derive, as mechanical stimulus sensed by the osteocytes, the micromechanics-derived SED based on an Eshelby matrix-inclusion problem in order to accurately and efficiently predict the stress distributions in a representative volume element of trabecular bone; 2) to test the accuracy of the multiscale analytical model by comparing the bone volume fraction predictions to those obtained from the earlier computational models that represent the full bone microstructure; and 3) to demonstrate its multiscale capabilities by investigating in children bones the effects of age-dependent changes in collagen and hydroxyapatite content that are defined at the nanometer scale, on the bone volume fraction at the millimeter scale.

**Methods**

**Analytical approach for bone remodeling simulations**

In the bone remodeling theory adopted for this study, it is assumed that the osteocytes inside the bone tissue sense mechanical loading and transmit a signal to the osteoblasts on the bone matrix surface to form bone, while the osteoclasts are assumed to be attracted by effects of local micro-damage [22]. The formulation of this theory as implemented in a validated analytical model [21] is expressed in terms of net linear rate \( dl_{BM}(x, t)/dt \) of bone apposition or resorption of bone matrix at a particular trabecular surface location \( x \) at time \( t \) determined by

\[
\frac{dl_{BM}}{dt} = \frac{dl_{OBL}(x, t)}{dt} - \frac{dl_{OCL}(x, t)}{dt}
\]

(1)

where \( dl_{OBL}(x, t)/dt \) and \( dl_{OCL}(x, t)/dt \) are the linear bone formation rate (\( \mu \text{m/day} \)) and linear bone resorption rate (\( \mu \text{m/day} \)), respectively.

Bone remodeling is assumed to occur on the internal surfaces of the bone matrix or on the walls of the voids and the rate of change of bone volume fraction is influenced by the amount of internal surface available for cellular activity as experimentally evidenced [9,10].

In the multiscale analytical framework proposed in this study, remodeling equations at the tissue level, that can account for bone tissue properties as determined by lower levels (cell and collagen levels) and that can represent the bone density evolution at higher levels (e.g. organ level), are developed (Fig. 1). As a starting point, we consider the analytical expression of the rate of change of bone volume fraction in the RVE of trabecular bone at the tissue level, when modulated by mechanobiological and geometric feedback as given in [23],

\[
\frac{d(BV/TV)}{dt} = \left( \frac{dl_{OBL}(x, t)}{dt} - \frac{dl_{OCL}(x, t)}{dt} \right) \cdot \alpha \cdot BS/TV
\]

(2)

![Fig. 1. Block-diagram of the proposed multiscale analytical model. Volume fraction of hydroxyapatite (\( f_{HA} \)), collagen (\( f_{col} \)) and water (\( f_{H2O} \)) at the nano scale affect the stiffness of the bone matrix (\( C_{BM} \)) at the micrometer scale, which in turn affect the strain energy density and bone volume fraction change over time (\( t \)) at the millimeter scale.](image)
with α as a fraction of the bone specific surface BS/TV (μm²/μm³) that is available for the cellular activities and expressed as a function of the bone volume fraction (BV/TV) by adopting the relationship of Martin [24]:

\[
\frac{BS}{TV} = 0.0323 \left(1 - \frac{BV}{TV}\right) - 0.0939 \left(1 - \frac{BV}{TV}\right)^2 + 0.134 \left(1 - \frac{BV}{TV}\right)^3 - 0.101 \left(1 - \frac{BV}{TV}\right)^4 + 0.0288 \left(1 - \frac{BV}{TV}\right)^5.
\]

(3)

For the bone apposition activity through osteoblasts (dLOBL/dt), we adopt the following expression

\[
\frac{dL_{OB}}{dt} = \tau \cdot \mu \cdot \psi_{BM}
\]

(4)

where τ is the bone formation time constant (μm³/(nmol/ day)), μ is the osteocyte mechanosensitivity (nmol/(MPa · μm²)), and ψ_{BM} (MPa) is the “microscopic” strain energy density as “felt” by the osteocytes being uniformly dispersed into the bone matrix. It is derived from a continuum micromechanics model based on Eshelby’s matrix-inclusion problem, as described in the following section in more detail.

For the bone resorption activity through osteoclasts, we adopt the following relationship

\[
\frac{dL_{OC}(x, t)}{dt} = A_{oc}
\]

(5)

with a constant resorption rate A_{oc} (μm/day).

Eq. (2) represents a nonlinear differential equation of the first order that, in addition to the initial condition \( \frac{BV}{TV} (t = 0) \), forms an initial value problem to be solved numerically.

Micromechanics-derived strain energy density as mechanobiological stimulus

The microscopic strain energy density in the trabecular bone RVE (Fig. 2) is assumed as the mechanical stimulus sensed by the osteocytes regulating the bone remodeling process. It is defined by means of an Eshelby-problem micromechanics model [25], similar to that having undergone extensive experimental validation in Ref. [7] and to that used for micromechanics-supported finite models of human mandibles to simulate the effects of atrophy on the bone density distribution [26].

Moreover, it is assumed that the macroscopic stress states act on the boundary of a trabecular bone RVE with their magnitudes equivalent to the maximum strain energy density rate [14], and that the direction of principal stresses ε₁, ε₂, ε₃ (with stress tensors \( \Sigma = \Sigma_1 \epsilon_1 \otimes \epsilon_1 + \Sigma_2 \epsilon_2 \otimes \epsilon_2 + \Sigma_3 \epsilon_3 \otimes \epsilon_3 \)) coincide with the material directions of the transversely isotropic material. For this specific case, the “microscopic” strain energy density at the level of the solid bone matrix reads as

\[
\psi_{BM} = \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_{BM} : C_{BM} : \epsilon_{BM}
\]

(6)

where \( \epsilon_{BM} \) is the average (microscopic) strain tensor in the solid bone matrix, which is related to the macroscopic strain tensor (E) through the fourth-order concentration tensors \( \lambda_{BM} \)

\[
\lambda_{BM} = \lambda_{BM} : E
\]

(7)

where

\[
\lambda_{BM} = \left\{ \phi \left[ I + \frac{\epsilon_{BM}}{C_{BM} - C_{BM}} \right]^{-1} + (1 - \phi) l \right\}^{-1}
\]

(8)

being a function of the porosity ϕ, the stiffness tensor of the bone matrix \( C_{BM} \), the stiffness tensor of the porosity \( C_{P} \), and of Hill’s morphology tensor expressed by

\[
\psi_{BM} = \begin{pmatrix}
\phi 
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(9)

with the components of \( \epsilon_{BM} \) according to Eq. (76) to (81) of Ref. [27]:

\[
P_{1111}^{BM} = P_{1111}^{BM} = \frac{1}{8} \left( 5C_{1111} - 3C_{1122} \right)
\]

(10)

\[
P_{1122}^{BM} = P_{1122}^{BM} = \frac{1}{8} \left( C_{1122} - C_{1111} \right)
\]

(11)

\[
P_{1212}^{BM} = P_{1212}^{BM} = \frac{1}{8} \left( 3C_{1111} - C_{1122} \right)
\]

(12)

Choosing the base frame to coincide with the aforementioned material directions, the stiffness of the bone matrix reads as

\[
C_{BM} = \begin{pmatrix}
C_{1111} & C_{1122} & C_{1133} \\
C_{1122} & C_{1111} & C_{1133} \\
C_{1133} & C_{1133} & C_{3333}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(14)

In fact, the bone matrix is characterized by a transversely isotropic elasticity tensor and modeled as mineral foam of hydroxyapatite which is “reinforced” predominantly in the longitudinal direction by collagen fibrils, while the transverse stiffness is mainly governed by the mineral concentration. Relevant values for this tensor will be introduced in the section entitled Micromechanics-derived bone matrix stiffness in adults and children.

---

**Fig. 2.** Trabecular bone RVE modeled as a two-phase material: bone matrix and cylindrical inclusions. In the base frame, 1 is the radial direction, 2 the circumferential direction, and 3 the axial direction.
The stiffness tensor of the porosity $\psi$ was chosen as that of fat $C_{\text{Fat}}$ and expressed in function only of the bulk modulus $k_{\text{Fat}}$ by using the corresponding elastic constants given in [28]

\[
C_{\text{Fat}} = 3k_{\text{Fat}} J
\]

with $J$ the volumetric part of fourth-order identity tensor $I$ where

\[
J_{ij} = \frac{1}{3} \delta_{ij}
\]

with $\delta_{ij} = 1$ if $i = j$ and $\delta_{ij} = 0$ otherwise

\[
C_{\text{Fat}} = 3k_{\text{Fat}} J
\]

Collecting all the terms entering Eq. (6), a closed-form expression for the microscopic strain energy density can be found:

\[
\psi_{\text{BM}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ (A_{1111}^2 + A_{1122}^2) (2C_{1111}E_{11} + C_{1122}E_{22}) \right] + 2A_{1111} (A_{1133}^2 + C_{1111}^2 + C_{1122}^2 + C_{1133}^2) \left( E_{11} + E_{22} \right) E_{33}
\]

and it is a function of $\psi$ and the components of the concentration tensor $k_{\text{BM}}$ can be found in the Appendix A. Micromechanics-derived bone matrix stiffness in adults and children

The stiffness of the bone matrix is time- and space-invariant in adult human tissue [26,29,30] and depends on its composition, i.e. the volume fractions of its principal constituents, namely hydroxyapatite (HA), collagen (col), and water ($H_2O$). In [31], the average tissue elasticity properties were successfully identified through a coupled approach comprising 10 MHz pulse transmission ultrasound with universal rules governing the composition and the hierarchical mechanical functioning of mineralized tissues, resulting in the following stiffness tensor of extracellular bone tissue:

\[
\psi_{\text{BM}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ (A_{1111}^2 + A_{1122}^2) (2C_{1111}E_{11} + C_{1122}E_{22}) \right] + 2A_{1111} (A_{1133}^2 + C_{1111}^2 + C_{1122}^2 + C_{1133}^2) \left( E_{11} + E_{22} \right) E_{33}
\]

and it is a function of $\psi$ and the components of the concentration tensor $k_{\text{BM}}$ can be found in the Appendix A.
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The stiffness of the bone matrix is time- and space-invariant in adult human tissue [26,29,30] and depends on its composition, i.e. the volume fractions of its principal constituents, namely hydroxyapatite (HA), collagen (col), and water ($H_2O$). In [31], the average tissue elasticity properties were successfully identified through a coupled approach comprising 10 MHz pulse transmission ultrasound with universal rules governing the composition and the hierarchical mechanical functioning of mineralized tissues, resulting in the following stiffness tensor of extracellular bone tissue:
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Micromechanics-derived bone matrix stiffness in adults and children

The stiffness of the bone matrix is time- and space-invariant in adult human tissue [26,29,30] and depends on its composition, i.e. the volume fractions of its principal constituents, namely hydroxyapatite (HA), collagen (col), and water ($H_2O$). In [31], the average tissue elasticity properties were successfully identified through a coupled approach comprising 10 MHz pulse transmission ultrasound with universal rules governing the composition and the hierarchical mechanical functioning of mineralized tissues, resulting in the following stiffness tensor of extracellular bone tissue:

\[
\psi_{\text{BM}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ (A_{1111}^2 + A_{1122}^2) (2C_{1111}E_{11} + C_{1122}E_{22}) \right] + 2A_{1111} (A_{1133}^2 + C_{1111}^2 + C_{1122}^2 + C_{1133}^2) \left( E_{11} + E_{22} \right) E_{33}
\]

and it is a function of $\psi$ and the components of the concentration tensor $k_{\text{BM}}$ can be found in the Appendix A.

Three-dimensional micro-FE and analytical test models for bone modeling and remodeling simulations

The test model represented a $2 \times 2 \times 2$ mm bone cubical region consisting of 226,981 cubic voxels. Each voxel was considered as a hexahedral element containing eight integration points. An element-by-element FE solver was used to calculate the strain energy density in each cubic voxel by which the domain of interest was discretized [39]. The bone sample was loaded by tensile loading distributions in the orthogonal x, y and z directions, as displayed in Fig. 4. The applied loading magnitudes were chosen by means of a numerical model developed to estimate in vivo bone loading based on bone morphology [40]. In the analytical model the same stresses were assumed to work on the sides of the RVE, and the corresponding (micro-)stresses and (micro-) strains at the bone tissue level were determined to obtain the tissue level SED. Using the earlier developed computational bone remodeling simulation model that implements the micro-FE model, the development and adaptation of bone micro-architecture were simulated and, at each time point, the volume fraction was calculated and compared to the volume fraction predicted by the analytical model. In particular, in order to study the evolution of bone volume fraction by solving both the analytical and micro- FE initial value problems with their own initial conditions, two simulation series were performed. In the first one, the bone modeling simulation was obtained by starting from a regular grid (Fig. 4) as initial configuration. In the second one, starting with

\[
\psi_{\text{BM}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ (A_{1111}^2 + A_{1122}^2) (2C_{1111}E_{11} + C_{1122}E_{22}) \right] + 2A_{1111} (A_{1133}^2 + C_{1111}^2 + C_{1122}^2 + C_{1133}^2) \left( E_{11} + E_{22} \right) E_{33}
\]

and it is a function of $\psi$ and the components of the concentration tensor $k_{\text{BM}}$ can be found in the Appendix A.
the equilibrium condition reached in the first simulation series, changes in bone cellular activity, mechanotransduction and loading parameters were set to study their effects on the remodeling system response.

Results

In the following, we will use the term “analytical solution” when referring to the analytical model (Eq. (2)) and to the “numerical solution”, which is taken as the reference, when referring to the bone remodeling algorithm that implements the micro-FE model, see section entitled Three-dimensional micro-FE and analytical test models for bone remodeling and remodeling simulations. In all cases, the % difference relative to the numerical predictions of bone volume fraction evolution was evaluated at equilibrium.

Bone modeling

The evolution of the RVE bone volume fraction is displayed in Fig. 5a where the numerical and analytical solutions are compared. Model parameters adopted in this simulation were defined according to bone physiological values as listed in Table 4. A regular grid (Fig. 5b) represented the initial configuration. After a transient period, the system reached an equilibrium condition in which the amount of bone formation was balanced by the amount of bone resorption; hence the bone volume fraction became constant. Initially BV/TV increased quickly as an effect of high mechanical signals, while resorption of poorly loaded tissue lagged behind as in Ref.[14]. Good agreement between analytical and numerical curves was found, with a difference less than 4% at the equilibrium, even though the transient behavior was different. In Fig. 5c, the final developed and adapted bone microstructure at equilibrium is shown.

Bone remodeling

Starting from the homeostatic bone microstructure of Fig. 5c, a second simulation was performed in which the osteoclast activity ($A_{ocl}$) was increased and the osteoblast activity ($\tau$) was decreased by a factor of 10 with respect to the initial value. Such changes could, e.g. represent the effect of estrogen deficiency as in post-menopausal osteoporosis [41] in the first case, and the result of bone degenerative diseases [42] in the second one. In Fig. 6 the analytical and numerical outcomes with their corresponding adapted microstructures are compared, showing the expected bone loss in case of increased osteoclast activity (Figs. 6a–b) with a difference of 14.4% between predictions of the analytical and numerical models, and in case of decreased osteoblast activity (Figs. 6c–d) with a difference of 1%. During the transient phase, the analytical solution somewhat underestimated the bone density in case of $\tau$ decreasing.

A new simulation series was designed to predict changes in bone volume fraction after increasing the loading magnitude and the osteocyte mechanosensitivity ($\mu$) to 200%, or decreasing them to 50% of the original value (Figs. 7–8). The numerical model showed the expected increase in bone mass with increased mechanosensitivity and loading magnitude, and the decrease after the reduction of the same parameters. The analytical models predicted these changes quantified in 13.3% difference for the increased loading case (Figs. 7a–b) and in 0.6% for the decreased loading case (Figs. 7c–d).

Table 1

Constituent volume fractions in juvenile femoral bone tissue tested by Currey [32] ($HA = \text{hydroxyapatite}, \text{col} = \text{collagen}, H_2O = \text{water}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>$WF_{HA}$ given [32]</th>
<th>$WF_{HA}$ Eq. (20)</th>
<th>$WF_{col}$ $\rho$ Eq. (21)</th>
<th>$WF_{col}$ Fig. 3</th>
<th>$WF_{H_2O}$ Fig. 3</th>
<th>$WF_{c}$ $\rho_{c}$ Fig. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>1.541</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>1.606</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>1.773</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>1.705</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>1.865</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>1.854</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>1.068</td>
<td>0.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>1.947</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As far as the osteocyte mechanosensitivity is concerned, by comparing the two models the calculated difference were 11.7% (Figs. 8a–b) when \( \mu \) was increased, and 10.1% (Figs. 8c–d) when it was decreased.

**Effect of changes in bone tissue level composition on bone volume fraction**

For the bone matrix stiffness tensors given in Table 3, the bone volume fraction evolution in a mm-sized trabecular bone sample was predicted and plotted in Fig. 9a by adopting the multiscale analytical model presented in the section entitled Analytical approach for bone remodeling simulations and the loading conditions and mechanotransduction parameters listed in Table 4. Each bone volume fraction evolution curve in Fig. 9a is characterized by a different volume fraction of collagen (nanometer scale) in the range of 0.243–0.277, and different volume fractions of water and hydroxyapatite see Table 2. Due to these differences in composition, a different elasticity tensor of the bone matrix (micrometer scale) results, and after remodeling, differences in bone volume fraction (millimeter scale) are found, ranging from 0.155 to 0.130 in the equilibrium state (Fig. 9b).

**Discussion**

In this study, a multiscale analytical model is proposed to simulate the bone adaptation at the tissue level while accounting for cell activity and material composition parameters at lower levels. The implementation of the multi-scale framework enabled us to describe the bone composition as a two-phase material at different levels. At the tissue level, it was modeled as a bone matrix with cylindrical voids. This assumption allowed for finding a closed-form solution for the mechanical stimulus sensed by the osteocytes. Such a mechanical stimulus was represented by a micromechanics-derived strain energy density based on an Eshelby matrix-inclusion problem that linked two different scales, typical RVE (mm) and pore (\( \mu \)m) scales, respectively, and accurately predicted the volume fraction evolution in a mm-sized trabecular bone sample was predicted and plotted in Fig. 9a by adopting the multiscale analytical model presented in the section entitled Analytical approach for bone remodeling simulations and the loading conditions and mechanotransduction parameters listed in Table 4. Each bone volume fraction evolution curve in Fig. 9a is characterized by a different volume fraction of collagen (nanometer scale) in the range of 0.243–0.277, and different volume fractions of water and hydroxyapatite see Table 2. Due to these differences in composition, a different elasticity tensor of the bone matrix (micrometer scale) results, and after remodeling, differences in bone volume fraction (millimeter scale) are found, ranging from 0.155 to 0.130 in the equilibrium state (Fig. 9b).

Looking at the dynamic response of the analytical bone remodeling system, the model is found temporally stable and consistent with experimental observations of bone density changes during disuse and aging [44,45]. However, in the analytical simulations of Figs. 6c–d and Figs. 7c–d the BV/TV was not in agreement with the numerical results during

**Table 2**

Constituent volume fractions of bone tissues of children (HA = hydroxyapatite, col = collagen, \( \text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{water} \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>( f_{\text{HA}}^{\text{mm}} )</th>
<th>( f_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}^{\text{mm}} )</th>
<th>( f_{\text{col}}^{\text{mm}} )</th>
<th>( f_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}^{\text{mm}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**

Model-predicted stiffness tensor components of young healthy bone tissues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>( C_{1111} ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( C_{1333} ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( C_{1122} ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( C_{1133} ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( C_{2222} ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( C_{2233} ) (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.514</td>
<td>13.390</td>
<td>4.855</td>
<td>5.402</td>
<td>2.946</td>
<td>2.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11.708</td>
<td>14.811</td>
<td>5.142</td>
<td>5.754</td>
<td>3.415</td>
<td>3.283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the transient phase. This might relate to difference in the available free surface for both cell types between the analytical and numerical models. The response of the bone system in transient behavior can be further improved by changing parameters related to this free surface or by choosing optimal values for the time constant.

The third goal of this paper was to investigate the effects of collagen and hydroxyapatite changes at the nanometer scale on the bone volume fraction at the millimeter scale. Since the bone matrix of adult healthy tissue exhibits a stiffness which is time- and space-invariant when averaged over a millimeter-sized domain [26,29,30], and hence \( C_{BM} \) in Eq. (6) is constant for adult healthy tissue, it is interesting to also investigate diseased, medicated, or juvenile tissue, where this constancy is not observed. Since the elasticity of bone tissue in children changes with respect to age, the stiffness-dependent micro-mechanical signal sensed by the osteocytes is age-dependent as well, so that even age-independent osteocyte behavior cannot impede bone volume fractions from depending on age during development. This was demonstrated by the outcome of the micromechanical model and the multistep homogenization scheme adopted in this study which allowed taking into account the volume fraction of the elementary components (hydroxyapatite, collagen and water) of healthy children and to derive from this composition the elastic constants of the bone matrix. In turn, the elasticity tensors of the bone matrix determined different and associate strain energy density levels stored in the trabecular bone sample (millimeter level) and hence different predictions for the evolution of the bone volume fraction at the equilibrium state in the range of 0.13–0.15 (Fig. 9). These results suggest that the age-dependent nano-level properties in the bone matrix composition affect the cellular activities independently from the pre-existing architecture. The evolution of the bone volume fraction over the time is different in the range of age 6–13 years because of the increase in bone tissue mineralization during growth. The increased mineralization leads to an increase in bone tissue stiffness and thus lower strains in the bone tissue. As a consequence, the mechanical signal sensed by the osteocytes is reduced, which, in turn, affects the osteoblast activity. These results also suggest that younger healthy children have denser bones (i.e. lower vascular porosity) with respect to older healthy children. A reduction of bone density (i.e. an increase of vascular porosity) with age is also shown in [46] where the

Table 4
Parameter values used in the proposed multiscale analytical model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone formation time constant</td>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>( \mu m^3/(nmol \cdot day) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteocyte mechanosensitivity</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>( nmol/(MPa \cdot \mu m^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone resorption rate</td>
<td>( A_{ocl} )</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>( \mu m/day )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied stresses</td>
<td>( \sigma_x )</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma_y )</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma_z )</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone specific surface fraction</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk modulus</td>
<td>( k_{ref} )</td>
<td>1.33 (^a)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone matrix elastic constants</td>
<td>( C_{1111} )</td>
<td>( 12.7 \cdot 10^3 ) (^b)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C_{1122} )</td>
<td>( 6.2 \cdot 10^3 ) (^b)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C_{1133} )</td>
<td>( 6.4 \cdot 10^3 ) (^b)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C_{3333} )</td>
<td>( 20.2 \cdot 10^3 ) (^b)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial and circumferential Young's moduli</td>
<td>( E_1^r = E_2^r )</td>
<td>( 9 \cdot 10^3 ) (^b)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial Young's modulus</td>
<td>( E_3^x )</td>
<td>( 18.8 \cdot 10^3 ) (^b)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) [28]. \(^b\) [31].

**Fig. 5.** Evolution of bone volume fraction (a) starting from a bone regular grid (b) and final adapted bone microstructure (c) during bone modeling.
authors determined microstructural and strength variables of the distal radius of healthy girls by high-resolution peripheral computerized tomography and micro-finite element analysis and quantified low trabecular vBMD and thickness in the distal radius associated with reduced bone strength and increased fracture risk during growth. The aforementioned increase of vascular porosity is also consistent with the decrease of bone formation with increased age between 3 and 18 months, as evidenced by de Pollak et al. \[47\] in terms of histomorphometric indices.

A few limitations of the present study should be mentioned as well. First, at the tissue level the bone was modeled as a closed structure build of bone matrix with cylindrical voids whereas in reality it is an open structure and the voids shape is more complex. The reason for this simplification is that it enables finding analytical solutions. It would be possible to include more realistic microstructural models for the bone at this level. However, such models would require numerical approaches for the calculation of the SED and thus will require more...
CPU time. Since the solutions of the numerical and analytical model based on the cylindrical voids model are very close, this model seems adequate. Second, in our study only the activity of the osteoblast cells was mechano-regulated, while the osteoclast activity was assumed to be not dependent on the mechanical stimulus. However, in the literature it is suggested that the osteocytes control both the osteoblast and osteoclast activities [48, 49]. This choice was made to stay in agreement with the remodeling theory used in earlier numerical studies [15]. It should be noted, however, that it would be straightforward to also make osteoclast activity dependent on the mechanical signal, but in earlier studies this did not lead to large differences in the result [50]. Third, as in these earlier studies, we used strain energy density as the mechanical stimulus, whereas others have proposed other stimuli such as fluid flow and microdamage [11, 51]. However, it was shown earlier that the results of the bone remodeling simulations are not very sensitive to the actual signal chosen [52]. Also, it should be mentioned that the framework developed here would enable analyses of fluid flow as well as microdamage, which take place at much lower levels than that of the bone structure. Fourth, we did not explicitly model the actual biochemical messenger pathways. Accounting for this in more detail as proposed by others [4, 5] may further improve the simulations. Here also, we would like to emphasize that the framework developed in this investigation would enable accounting for such biochemical interactions. Still, we expect the main results of our study remain unaltered by introduction of the aforementioned further details. Fifth, the osteocyte microporosity was not included in the present formulation since it is assumed that the mechanical stimulus sensed by the osteocytes is the strain energy density in the extracellular matrix. The multi-step homogenization scheme based on micromechanics and adopted in this study, however, enables the inclusion of as many phases as required and could also represent the porosity of the lacunar–canalicular network. For example, lacunar porosity was considered in multiscale models for bone strength [53] as well as for fast and slow wave propagation and attenuation through the hierarchical lacunar–

**Fig. 8.** Evolution of the bone volume fraction (a,c) and adaptation of the bone microstructure (b,d) when the osteocyte mechanosensitivity (μ) is increased by 200% (a,b) and decreased by 50% (c,d).

**Fig. 9.** (a) Evolution of the BV/TV at the millimeter scale as function of the volume fraction of collagen (f_{col}) at the nanometer scale during bone remodeling; (b) Predictions of bone volume fraction equilibrium values as function of the age of healthy children. In the plot legend, the nomenclature of each investigated case begins with the letter “C” (child), followed by the age of the child in year and the corresponding volume fraction of the collagen in brackets.
vascular pore system in bone [54]. Our present choice to take, as mechanical stimulus, the strain energy density in the extracellular bone matrix, is consistent with our approach to let the cells always deposit bone matrix of the same quality, i.e. with a constant osteocyte density (or lacunar porosity) per volume element of extracellular bone matrix. Interestingly, such a constant lacunar porosity across bone matrices of different ages or species actually suggests itself when one compares scanning electron micrographs from different anatomical sites [55,56]. Accordingly, when keeping the aforementioned idea of a constant “working mode” of the osteoblastic cells, then the additional explicit introduction of the lacunar–canalicular network would not alter any of our results. This is why we did not implement them for the scope and the contents of the present study. Coincidently, this choice has been also made in a recent multiscale systems biology-micromechanics approach [5]. However, extension of the model to the lacunar–canalicular network along the micromechanical lines sketched further above does make a lot of sense if one also wishes to test the effect of using alternative hypotheses for load adaptive bone remodeling at lower scales, e.g. fluid-flow and microdamage, on the density distribution at the organ level.

Finally, although our discussion was mainly focusing on the trabecular bone, the analytical approach can be straightforwardly applied to the cortical bone. Actually, the micromechanical representation depicted in Fig. 2 also holds for the latter, as was evidenced by various studies reporting satisfactory agreement between respective model predictions and corresponding experimental results [7,57,58].

Appendix A

\[ A_{BM}^{\text{Strain concentration tensor}} \]

\[ A_{1111}^{\text{BM}} = (C_{1122} - 2k_{Fat}(\phi) - C_{1111}(1 + 2\phi)) \]

\[ + C_{1111}(2k_{Fat}(1 + \phi) - C_{1122}(\phi)) \]

\[ /[(C_{1111} + C_{1122} + 3C_{1111}\phi)C_{1122} - 2k_{Fat}(\phi - 1)) \]

\[ + C_{1111}(1 + \phi)] \]

\[ A_{1122}^{\text{BM}} = (C_{1111}(1 - C_{1122} + 4k_{Fat}(\phi)) \]

\[ /[(C_{1111} + C_{1122} + 3C_{1111}\phi - C_{1122}(\phi - 1)) \]

\[ + C_{1111}(1 + \phi)] \]

\[ A_{1133}^{\text{BM}} = (k_{Fat}C_{1133})\phi /[(C_{1122} - 2k_{Fat}(\phi - 1) + C_{1111}(1 + \phi)] \]

\[ A_{2211}^{\text{BM}} = A_{1122}^{\text{BM}} \]

\[ A_{2222}^{\text{BM}} = A_{1111}^{\text{BM}} \]

\[ A_{2233}^{\text{BM}} = A_{1133}^{\text{BM}} \]

\[ A_{3311}^{\text{BM}} = A_{3322}^{\text{BM}} = 0 \]

\[ A_{3333}^{\text{BM}} = 1 \]
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